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XII.

GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS AND RESEARCH FUNDS

a number of
fellowships for graduate students.
James Nelson Raymond Fellowship was created in 1933 and 1934 by Anna
Louise Raymond in memory of her husband, James Nelson Raymond. The an
nual income is awarded to a research student in law whose record gives evidence
of a capacity for distinguished work in legal research.
University Fellowships. A limited number of fellowships are reserved for re

The Law School has available
The

search students in law.

The Frieda and Arnold Shure Research Fund was established in 1945 by Frieda and
Arnold Shure. The income is to be used for legal studies of importance for the

public

welfare.

XIII.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES AND HONORS

The University of Chicago Law Review, founded in 1933, is published by the
School' under the management of a Board of Editors composed of students.
Members of the second-year classes who rank highest in scholarship are invited
to

become

the Board

competitors for election

to

the staff of the Review. From this group

of Editors chooses the editorial staff of the Review.

1947-48 were Charles D. Stein (1947), Bernard B.
J. Yellon (1948). Editors included William S.
Boylston, Harold P. Green, Lawrence Howe, Jr., Jerald E. Jackson, Harold A.
Katz, William T. Martin,jr.,jamesj. McClure,jr., Baxter K. Richardson,jr.,
Milton I. Shadur, and George E. Wise. The Business Manager was james H.
Evans, and the Associate Business Manager was joseph E. Sheeks.
The Chicago Chapter of the Order of the Coif is an honor society founded to
encourage scholarship and to advance the ethical standards of the legal profes
sion. Its members are selected each spring from the 10 per cent of the graduating
class who rank highest in scholarship. In 1948 the elected members were Zenia
.Sachs Goodman, james T. Lyon, A. Bruce Mercer, Edwin A. Wahlen, Bernard
B. Weissbourd, and Donald J. Yellon.
Through the courtesy of the publishers, an award of a one-year subscription
The Editors-in-Chieffor
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United States Law

Week is made each year to the student who has made the
scholastic
satisfactory
progress during his final year. The recipientof the
.award in 1948 was Robert A. McCord.
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